
ADITI TOMBS CURTIS 
ENGLISH-FRENCH-GERMAN  
TRANSLATOR 

 

I am a trilingual freelance translator, with several years’ experience in the IT 
sector and translation/proofreading in different areas (technical, legal, economy, 
ecology, tourism, sales…). I am looking for freelance or temporary/fixed-term 
contracts. Alongside finishing my training in web programming, obtaining the SDL 
certification is the next step of my professional development; then I aim to become 
a certified translator. 

 

 PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Since 
04/2015 

ENGLISH-FRENCH-GERMAN FREELANCE TRANSLATOR 
Translation/proofreading between English and French, as well as from German to French and 
German to English. Areas: technical, legal, new technologies, economy, ecology, tourism, 
sales… Use of CAT tools (SDL Studio). www.a-tombs-curtis.com 
 

08/2012 
 
11/2016 

LANGUAGE MODEL DEVELOPMENT TECHNICIAN 
ONMOBILE THEN TRANSFER TO VOICEBOX TECHNOLOGIES 
Transcription; audio database management; use of specialised programs and phonological 
knowledge to create statistical voice recognition models. In charge of British and American 
English, followed by a promotion to team manager. Also in charge of writing the user guides for 
the programs in English and French. 
 

summer  
2009 
summer 
2010 

ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHER 
REGENT YOUNG LEARNERS 
EFL teacher for pupils at a summer school language course in England. Ages 12-17, all levels. 
Organisation of outings and sporting activities. 
 

08/2008 
 
06/2012 
 

ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHER 
Private and remedial lessons, through pupil support associations, the languages faculty of my 
university and private contacts. Ages 11-18, all levels. 
 

08/2008 
 
06/2012 

MANUAL WORKER 
TEMPORARY PLACEMENT AGENCIES 
Student, seasonal, temporary jobs. Inventories, packaging, harvesting… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LES RUES JOURNEES 
COGANNE, 35380 
PAIMPONT, FRANCE 

+33 (0)2.56.49.52.92 
+33 (0)6.13.24.89.92 

a.tombs.curtis@gmail.com 
www.a-tombs-curtis.com 
 
26 years old, single 
British nationality 

LANGUAGES 
 
ENGLISH: Native speaker 
I grew up in England, then moved to France with 
my family when I was nine. I continued speaking 
the language with my family, at work and on 
trips back to England. 

FRENCH: Bilingual 
A perfect mastery of the language, although I 
still have a very slight English accent! 
 
GERMAN: Fluent 
A three-year bilingual cursus, a 2-month 
exchange trip in Dresden, an Erasmus-year in 
Magdeburg and professional experience. Full 
professional capacity for translating from 
German to my other languages. 
 

          EXAMPLES OF RECENT TRANSLATIONS 
For a European translation agency: 

- Quote for a pollution study of a tip site in France 
by a Swiss company 

- Work group report in the context of the COP21 
- Etc… 

For local translation agencies in Germany: 
- Requests for information from the local court to a 

court in England 
- City presentation flyer for the tourist office 
- Etc… 

For a communications and media start-up: 
- Presentation slide-deck and General conditions 

http://www.a-tombs-curtis.com/
mailto:a.tombs.curtis@gmail.com
http://www.a-tombs-curtis.com/


 
QUALIFICATIONS 

2012 APPLIED FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEGREE 
UNIVERSITE DE BRETAGNE SUD OF LORIENT, LETTERS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES FACULTY 
Speciality translation. Languages: English and German. Subjects: IT, economy, work law, 
accounting, marketing, sales, tourism. 
ERASMUS-YEAR AT THE HOCHSCHULE MAGDEBURG STENDAL 
Speciality technical translation/interpreting. Subjects: aeronautic, mechanics, civil engineering, IT, 
journalism, diplomacy, politics. Techniques: CAT tools, terminology databases, cabin 
interpretation… 
 

Since  
2015 
(ongoing) 

WEB PROGRAMMING CERTIFICATE 
CNAM CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
Professional certificate corresponding to a 1-year university course, 8 study units 
Subjects: programming with Java, databases, networks and web administration, website 
programming, web graphics. Objective: ability to offer website creation in two languages. 
 

2014 “MANAGEMENT BASICS” PROSESSIONAL CERTIFICATE 
CSP PROFESSIONAL TRAINING ORGANISATION 
2-day introduction, formalising professional knowledge for a better adaptation to my new position 
as team leader. 
 

2009 TEACHING ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE CERTIFICATE 
INTERNATIONAL TEFL ORGANISATION 
1-month training course resulting in a professional certificate for teaching English as a foreign 
language 
 

2008 FRENCH AND GERMAN A-LEVELS (IN BILINGUAL CURSUS) 
LYCEE CHATEAUBRIAND IN RENNES 
Double diploma: - Baccalauréat with literary specialisation, “very good” distinction 
                           - Abitur in history, geography and literature 
 

      
SKILLS  

Translation 

Proofreading, correcting 

Transcription 

Consecutive and simultaneous interpreting 

Microsoft Office, word processing, office automation 

Photoshop, graphics, design 

SDL Studio, Multiterm, CAT 

User guides, technical content writing 

Marketing, publicity content writing, SEO 

Management, team and project organisation 

 Windows and Linux commands, programming 

 

  Beginner  Intermediary   Advanced       Expert 

CHARACTER (MYERS BRIGGS TYPE) 
Introversion (I) vs Extraversion (E) 

Intuition (possible, theory) (iN) vs Sensing (real, practical) (S) 
Thinking (T) vs Feeling (F) 

Jugement (J) vs Perception (P) 
 
Main type: INTJ (conceptual, system creator, problem resolving) 
Secondary type:  ISTJ (organisation, planning and executing) 

MOBILITY 
Driving licences: car, moped 

Work from home, or in a 50-km radius from 
Plélan-le-Grand (40 km West of Rennes). 

Larger journeys and commuting possible if 
occasional and costs covered. 


